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News from the EFBWW

ELA presents campaign on

Schmit. The EFBWW welcomes the

construction

signals from the Commission that it

Antwerp: one
year after

wants to tackle the asbestos prob-

On 18 June

lem in a holistic approach, linking it

2021, a drama

to the Renovation Wave and asbes-

unfolded on a

tos removal strategies. The Commis-

construction

sion also intends to revise and lower

site in Ant-

the occupational exposure limit

werp, Belgium.

(OEL), but was not specific on this.

A school build-

The EFBWW view is clear: the OEL

ing under con-

cannot exceed 1000 fibres/m3. The

struction col-

same message was given loud and

lapsed killing

clear by the MEPs. One thing is cer-

five workers

tain: after last year’s actions and

and leaving nine others severely

successful vote in the EP – the Vil-

injured. We join our voice to that of

lumsen report was adopted almost

our Belgian affiliates and demand

unanimously – the EFBWW will con-

that this this sad date must not go

tinue to put pressure on the EC

by unnoticed. The Belgian trade

through the Member States as their

unions point at the lack of safety

attitude will be decisive for the out-

and the high number of fatal acci-

come. The EFBWW sent a template

dents in the sector as a structural

letter to affiliates asking them to

problem. Many victims do not even

contact the responsible ministries

make it into the official statistics, as

and present the justification and

they are often posted workers and

feasibility of the demands made.

bogus self-employed workers. The

On 1st June, at the EFBWW/FIEC
Social Dialogue meeting for Construction, ELA director Cosmin Boiangiu spoke about ELA priorities
and the upcoming ELA activities targeted towards the construction sector. The EFBWW and FIEC welcomed
ELA’s campaign on construction in
2023 and offered to support ELA in
its efforts to improve the functioning of the labour market.

ASBESTOS: Time for the Member
states to get involved
The EFBWW participated in the
hearing of the EMPL Committee
(European Parliament) to follow the
debate on asbestos with Nicolas

extensive use and abuse of subcontracting is also a major problem.
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through temporary work agencies

whelming; and the proposal risks

basis, DG Comp will assess if the

and other intermediaries. Let's end

rendering due diligence a simple box

“posting bonus” constitutes an ille-

exploitation on construction sites!”

-ticking exercise. The EFBWW will

gal state aid. EFBWW and GBH re-

continue to work to ensure that this

gret the delays and are looking for-

Strong doubts about

proposal delivers on its demands

ward to a swift and decisive action

formulation Due

and will never accept that systems

from the European Commission to

Diligence directive

of joint and several liability in con-

stop the state sponsored business

The EFBWW welcomes that the Eu-

struction would be undermined by a

model of posting cheap 3rd country

ropean Commission (EC) has intro-

weak Due Diligence system.

workers. The two organisations will
contact DG Comp after the summer

duced a proposal for a directive on

break to evaluate the state of play.

BWW has strong doubts about the

EFBWW and GBH regret delays
in processing the claim against
the Slovenian state aid business
model

current formulation of the Directive.

The EFBWW, the Austrian trade un-

EFBWW to have a meeting with
Equans/Bouygues

If amended in a correct manner, the

ion GBH, and the German DGB met

On 7th July the EFBWW will have a

new directive could help meet many

with the director for State Aid of the

meeting with Bouygues manage-

demands including combating slav-

Directorate-General for Competition

ment to highlight our concerns re-

ery-like conditions and abuses in

(DG Comp), Karl Soukup, on 21 June

garding lack of engagement from

building sites and forestry, and

to discuss the complaint launched in

the employers concerned regarding

counteract the import of uncertified

2019 against the State aid business

the proposed acquisition of Equans

timber and building materials manu-

model used in Slovenia. This system

by Bouygues. It is vital that the con-

factured with little regard to labour

promotes the exploitation of con-

cerns of workers regarding continui-

and environmental standards. The

struction workers and is responsible

ty of employment in both compa-

text misses the human rights; the

for letting millions of euros in social

nies are fully addressed. The EF-

scope of the proposal does not cov-

security and tax revenues escape

BWW is extremely concerned and

er nearly enough businesses; provi-

public authorities. Although the ini-

condemns the lack of dialogue and

sions for the involvement of workers

tial complaint was launched on 1

engagement by the management of

and trade unions in the due dili-

February 2019, the process is still at

both Equans and Bouygues with our

gence process is wholly under-

an informal stage, and we are still

affiliates who represent over

corporate sustainability due diligence, finally taking due diligence
more seriously. However, the EF-

More info.

waiting for a for-

125,000 workers in Bouygues and

mal reply from

60,000 workers in Equans. More

Slovenia. We recall

info.

that substantial
legal proof has
we wait for a for-

EWC coordinators discuss due
diligence and revision EWC Directive

mal reply from

The EFBWW EWC Coordinators

Slovenia on the

meeting was held on 14th June as a

accusation before

hybrid meeting and 16 people par-

summer. On this

ticipated. Participants gave reports

been provided and
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on the EWCs they coordinate, and

sion (ETS), the entering into force of

reports were given and discussed on

the Carbon Border Adjustment

topics including Due Diligence, Revi-

Mechanism (CBAM) in 2027, and

sion of the EWC Directive, update on

the Social Climate Fund (SCF). How-

Irish EWC legislation complaint.

ever, there is a hard road ahead as

They were also advised of the dates

there are some possible dividing

for the upcoming ETUC EWC Confer-

lines in the coming trilogue negotia-

ence 8-9 September in Brussels and

tions between Council, EP and the

the EWC Coordinators training in

European Commission (EC). The ETS

Naples on 13-14 September.

free allowances phase-out is one of

them: the EP wants 2027-32, but

OSH is now a fundamental right!

the Council might back the Commis-

Occupational Health and Safety is

sion proposal of 2026-35. CBAM

now secured as ILO’s fifth Funda-

export rebates is another possible

mental Principle and Right at Work.

ment. Thus, EFBWW and BWI call on

contentious topic: EP wants them

This historic victory for the global

all of its affiliates worldwide to mo-

for the greenest performers, but for

trade union movement was support-

bilise their members and allies to

the EC this might be a red line. On

ed by the joint BWI and EFBWW

raise the awareness of workers, em-

ETS2 for buildings/transport, the EP

health and safety campaign that

ployers and governments on this

wants commercial sector from 2025

gathered 445 joint declarations by

historic achievement, and to com-

& households from 2029. Council

trade unions and employers, calling

plete our victory by ensuring its full

might opt for application to both in

for the recognition of OHS as a fun-

implementation. More info.

2027 and Commission in 2026.
There could be a difference regard-

damental right, and covering

ing the use of ETS2 revenues: EP

workers worldwide. We now shift

Fit for 55 package set to create
discord at European level

our campaign to its full implementa-

On 22nd June, the European Parlia-

action, including 25% via SCF and

tion. All workers from different parts

ment (EP) approved three key pillars

the Commission’s proposal goes for

of the world must become con-

of the Fit For 55 climate package:

25% via SCF + 25% matching funds

scious of this landmark agree-

the Emissions Trading System revi-

from governments.

6th DESOCO seminar with

trade union EFEDOSZ and the Hun-

dents of both organisations under-

Hungarian social partners

garian employer federation ÈVOSZ

lined that VET depends on a func-

The social partner project DESOCO

in collaboration with the European

tioning social dialogue. Two presen-

dedicated its 6th and last seminar to

social partner organisations. The

tations gave insight in the current

the attractivity of the sector, under

seminar focused on the need to im-

changes in the system. Additionally,

the title - Attracting and retaining

prove the initial and further voca-

examples from other countries,

young people in the European con-

tional education in the construction

namely France and Italy and from

struction industry. The event was

sector, and to adapt to changes driv-

European level have shown similar

jointly organised with the Hungarian

en by a greening, more circular and

progressive examples.

480,000 workplaces and 18 million

wants 100% used for social climate

Projects

low energy construction. The presiPage 3
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workers, but
also to other
organisations
who deal with
these workers.

EFBWW presents ECMIN project
results in Poland

Three more lan-

The final conference of the ECMIN

added to the

project website – was held on 29

website –

and 30 June in Lublin, Poland. The

Ukrainian, Ara-

conclusions of the project were pre-

bic and Russian – with the goal of

vices. During the conference, we

sented. The goal of the project fund-

reaching more workers and special

took the opportunity to have a soli-

ed by the European Union was to

targeted communication plans were

darity moment with our Ukrainian

improve the website and make it

activated to reach organisations like

brothers and sisters who face the

more known and visible, not only to

labour inspectorates, the European

consequences of the war in

migrant and posted construction

Commission, and employment ser-

Ukraine.

guages were

News from our affiliates
In this edition, we continue to

been negotiated do not last. The

report on the difficulties of some

trade union underlines that the con-

of our affiliates, due to the un-

struction industry wants higher, var-

certainty brought by the war in

iable prices to take their place,

The Construction sector’s main
problem is shortage of workers

which in turn will result in a further

The biggest problems facing con-

surge in inflation and adds that this

struction companies are not the

also has an impact on collective

currently rising material prices or

agreements in the country. GBH tra-

energy costs, as these are passed

Austria

ditionally closes its negotiations in

on to customers. For IG BAU na-

spring and has been able to absorb

tional board member Carsten

GBH warns on the impact of
price surges in construction

the price surge. Other important

Burckhardt "the real problems are

sectors will have their wage negotia-

homemade. For years, companies in

tions in autumn 2022 and collective

the construction industry, especially

agreements must take price devel-

in the trades, have neglected the

opments into account. Furthermore,

incomes of their employees. They

the Austrian Trade Union Federation

hardly bothered to ensure that col-

ÖGB has started a broad-based cam-

lective agreements were observed.

paign to weaken the effects.

Many left the employers' associa-

Ukraine, rising energy prices and
shortage of materials.

Since the outbreak of war in

Ukraine, a slump in the economy
was expected across Europe. The
reasons for this are the failing supply chains and uncertain energy supply. These economic dampening
effects are also having an impact on

Germany

tions. Then the companies undercut

prices. GBH points out the increas-

each other's prices and carried out

ing of prices in the construction sec-

a dumping competition at the ex-

tor in Austria: fixed prices that have

pense of the employees”. "In al-
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most all companies in the construc-

schools are encountering an espe-

increase ever in this collective la-

tion industry there is a 'labour vacu-

cially hard time to attain jobs. Ra-

bour agreement will be paid: 2.5%

um'. Construction workers are des-

kennusliitto´s Vice chair Kimmo

at 1st January 2023 and another

perately needed.” According to the

Palonen believes that the use of for-

2.5% at 1st July in 2023. So in all: 5%

observations of the trade union,

eign labour in the sector is a strate-

over 2023. Hans Crombeen, direc-

companies in the construction

gic decision taken by the companies:

tor of FNV Bouwen en Wonen: “It is

trades in particular are struggling

“It is easier for companies to use

a wage increase that has never be-

with the emigration of skilled work-

cheaper foreign labour and subcon-

fore been paid to employees in

ers. In view of the situation, the be-

tracting. This might be the root

construction & infrastructure. This

haviour of the employers is reminis-

cause to why the sector is unattrac-

is an appropriate wage increase

cent of a "kamikaze-like odyssey". In

tive. A large proportion of the work-

taking into consideration the high

Spring, the companies declared the

force is hired through temporary

inflation , which is making it in-

industry minimum wages, which had

employment agencies. It has been

creasingly difficult for workers to

previously applied in construction,

considered as one reason for the

earn a living. We are pleased with

to be obsolete and allowed impartial

bad reputation”. Rakennusliitto sug-

this swift agreement because it

arbitration to fail. "Construction

gests permanent work contracts as

means that the employees will also

workers can now legally be fobbed

medicine for the problem. “How do

receive that pay increase when

off with the statutory minimum

you plan your future and build your-

they need it.” Gijs Lokhorst from

wage of currently 9.82 euros per

self a life, buy a home, in a precari-

CNV: “Uncertainty for employers

hour. Employees posted from

ous situation like that? The agencies

and employees is growing due to

abroad in particular run the risk of

do not offer permanent work con-

rising construction costs, inflation,

going home with the absolute mini-

tracts. Offering permanent, safe jobs

energy costs and housing

mum wage,". More info.

would improve the image of the

costs. That is why the parties to the

whole sector a lot.”

CBA wanted to make this agree-

Finland

ment which provides clarity for

OTHER TOPICS

2023 .” More info here and here.

Rakennusliitto warns that subcontracting is the root for the
labour shortage problem
There is considerable uncertainty
over the economic impact of the
Russia-Ukraine war, but it will slow

Finland´s GDP growth and increase
inflation. In the current year, growth
will slow between 0.5% and 2%.
These factors add to an already difficult scenario in the construction sector in Finland because of labour
shortage. There is a lack of builders,
and on the other hand, young people graduating from vocational

Netherlands

France

CBA in construction gives 5% in-

CFDT awareness campaign on

crease in wages

heat at the workplace

In the Netherlands, trade unions

FNCB-CFDT is launching its new

and employers reached a negotiated

2022 "heat waves and heatwave"

agreement for the more than

campaign to inform and warn con-

110,000 employees covered by the

struction workers about the effects

collective labour agreement (CBA)

of the sun on the body. Every year,

for Construction and Infrastruc-

several deaths are recorded on

ture. If trade union members and

building sites because of this. With

members of the employers’ organi-

this campaign, FNCB-CFDT wants

sation (the supporters of the em-

that all employees become aware

ployers) agree, the highest wage

that the sun is not harmless, that
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the paid leave

mands that these adjustments be

workers’ health and to put an end

funds managed

put in place as soon as the tempera-

to the theft of hours. The demon-

by employers

ture reaches 30° in the shade. More

stration was only the kick-off of the

(FFB, FNTP,

info.

campaign leading up to the renego-

CAPEB) recognise a "heat
wave" in the
same as bad
weather conditions in winter. The
French trade union also demands

that the social partners in the building and public works sectors open
negotiations on the subject of workstation layout and working conditions during periods of high heat
and heatwaves. FNCB-CFDT de-

tiation of the National Labour

Switzerland

Agreement (LMV) for the main con-

Construction workers fight for
good CBA

the end of this year. The construc-

On 25 June, more than fifteen thou-

sand Swiss construction workers

struction industry, which expires at
tion workers will fight for a new,
good contract.

made it clear that they will not accept any deterioration in working
conditions. They sent a strong signal
to the Swiss Contractors' Association
that it is high time to better protect

In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.

Miscellaneous
Provisional agreement on Directive on Adequate Minimum
Wages – to be confirmed by the
European Parliament

right to collective bargaining in prac-

conference - in which the EFBWW

tice, to increase the number of

participated - discussed the results

workers covered by a collective

of this research and four country

agreement and to guard against un-

cases (Germany, France, Spain and

On 9 June, negotiators of the Coun-

ion busting. The Directive includes

UK) were presented.. The UK case

cil and of the European Parliament

also provisions to protect well-

explained the national decarbonisa-

announced they reached an agree-

functioning systems.

tion strategy and its shortcomings.

ment on the draft directive on adequate minimum wages, a major step
towards the adoption of this EU law.
15 June Council COREPER confirmed

the provisional agreement. All Member States voted in favour with the
exception of Denmark and Sweden

The cases of France and Spain made

ETUI conference on
"Decarbonizing energy intensive
industries (EII): what are the
risks and opportunities for
jobs?"

assumptions on possible employment effects of decarbonisation.
Researchers presenting the German

case gave an overall picture of
different decarbonizing pathways,

A joint project of the European

the respective possible employment

who voted against and Hungary who

Trade Union Institute and the Euro-

effects and the possible impact of

abstained. The European Parliament

pean Climate Foundation was set up

an EU Carbon Boarder Adjustment

will vote in Committee in July and

to analyse the main pathways for

Mechanism on EII. The conference

in Plenary in September.

the transformation of energy inten-

can be seen here.

The Directive will require Member

sive industries with regard to the

States to ensure respect for the

expected employment effects. The
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The time to take a well-deserved Summer break has arrived.
The EFBWW Secretariat wishes you all relaxing,
energizing, reinvigorating and refreshing
holidays together with your loved ones.
See you soon!

EFBWW Meeting schedule 2022
14 June 2022

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid

29-30 June 2022

ECMIN Final Conference

Lublin, Poland

1 September

EFBWW Presidium

Brussels, Belgium

13-14 September 2022

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting and ETUI Training seminar

Naples, Italy

15 September 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood

EESC Brussels, Belgium

4 October 2022

EFBWW OSH Coordination group meeting

EESC Brussels, Belgium

5 October 2022

Social dialogue construction - WP OSH

4-5 October 2022

BWI-EFBWW joint conference on women in trade

Madrid, Spain

4-8 October 2022

BWI Congress

Madrid, Spain

21 October 2022

Social Dialogue Wood/Furniture WG OSH + VET

9-10 November 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Building +
ETUI Training

23 November 2022
6-7 December 2022

30 November 2022

EFBWW Executive Committee

EFBWW/BWI MNC conference

EESC Brussels, Belgium
EESC Brussels, Belgium
Lisbon, Portugal
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